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Roller conveyors are predominantly used to clean 
metal plates and profiles in a continuous through feed 
process. Ficep offers a variety of roller conveyors for 
different uses and work speeds. The G range is mainly 
designed for the treatment of metal plates or profiles 
in the steel construction or steel preparation industries. 
The machines can be delivered as standalone units or 
integrated into an automatic transportation or sawing 
/ drilling line.

The G range is offered with through feed widths from 
600mm to 3000mm. The blasting wheels are positioned 
perpendically to the flow direction of the roller conveyor. 
RB 1500 is fitted with 4 shot blast wheels. The RB 2000 
can be fitted with either 4 or 6 wheels. The bigger 
machines, RB 2500 and RB 3000, can be fitted with either 
6 or 8 shot blast wheels. The 6 wheel version is used for 
treating plates or smaller profiles, whereas the 8 wheel 
version is mainly recommended for blasting profiles.
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SHOT BLASTING SYSTEMS

Characteristics for G

1 Light barrier
2  Shot blast wheel
3  Abrasive control unit
4  Abrasive silo
5  Abrasive reclaimer
6 Impact separator 
7  Bucket elevator
8  Fan for Air-Shoc Filter
9  Pre-separator
10  Safety filter
11  Dust bag
12  Abrasive removal unit
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The HD range demonstrates the highest performance 
variants of this machine type for blasting sheet metal and 
profiles. The main difference of this machine to others 
offered in the marketplace is the angled arrangement 
of the shot blast wheels on the top of the machine. 
This arrangement reduces the build up of abrasive on 
the sections of longer profiles. By using this method a 
significantly larger percentage of the blasting energy is 
used on the main task, i.e. de-rusting and scale removal 
from sheet metal and profiles, and avoids creating mass 
piles of abrasive. 

In practise, the HD roller conveyor machine with angled 
wheels blasts between 5 and 20% quicker than a roller 
conveyor with shot blast wheels that are installed 
straight. HD roller conveyors are used where high 
through feed speeds and longer maintenance intervals 
are necessary. With these features, this machine is 
particularly useful for integration into fully automatic 
production lines. The HD roller conveyor range can be 
delivered with widths from 1,500 – 3,000 mm. All of the 
machines in this range are suitable for shot blasting 
sheet metal as well as profiles. 

HD roller conveyors are principally fitted with the latest 
version of the TITAN shot blast wheel. There are of course 
many options available for these roller conveyors, such 
as automatic blast wheel shut off for products that do 
not cover the full width of the machine, blasting pattern 
adjustment of the external blast wheels or automatic 
separation of drilling and sawing chips.
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SHOT BLASTING SYSTEMS

Characteristics for HD

1  Light barrier
2  Turbine wheel
3  Abrasive control unit
4  Abrasive silo
5  Abrasive reclaimer
6 Impact separator 
7  Bucket elevator
8  Fan for Air-Shoc Filter
9  Pre-separator
10  Safety filter
11  Dust bag
12  Abrasive removal unit
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Shot Blast Wheel

 

Type 5.x blast wheels are fitted as standard on 
the Type G range. These wheels offer excellent 
blasting performance and unbeatable service 
life due to the main blast components being 
made of hardened tool steel. ETA wheel is 
fitted, for the treatment of special plates where 
a high grade of technical blasting is required, 
or as an option the TITAN wheel can be fitted. 

The HD range is fitted with TITAN shot 
blast wheels as standard. The TITAN wheel 
offers excellent blasting performance and 
unbeatable service life for the main blast 
components, which are made from hardened 
tool steel. In addition to this, the TITAN 
offers even more wall strength through its 
wear lining, which creates an airtight and 
completely insulated housing as well as easing 
maintenance and repairs.

Shot Blast Cabinet

The shot blasting cabinet is manufactured 
completely from manganese. Manganese 
has a property which is hard enough to deal 
with the shot blasting from 35HRC to more 
than 50HRC. In the hot spot area of the bla-
sting cabinet, additional 10mm thick man-
ganese plates are added. They are attached 
from the outside and are easy to replace. 

The HD machines, with their angled blast 
wheels on top, have a significantly bigger 
blast room area than those with straight 
blast wheels fitted. This ensures the 
abrasive is spread over a bigger area, which 
leads to longer maintenance intervals. To 
protect against blasting, the whole of the 
inside of the HD machines are fitted with 
interchangeable 10 mm thick manganese 
plates.

After the blasting process, the workpiece may 
still be covered in shot, which must be cleaned 
off. This task is carried out by a rotating brush, 
which is fitted with securely attached brush 
segments, which are interchangeable.

To avoid shot building up on long parts, the 
rotation brushes flick the spent abrasive from 
the work surface into especially designed trough 
which has a screw conveyor taking the media back 
into circulation. To keep the position between 
the brushes and the screw conveyor constant 
when blasting different sized work pieces, both 
are built with the same adjustable framework. 
The framework can be adjusted manually or 
automatically in intervals of less than 10 mm 
at each required height. Finally any remaining 
media on the work pieces will be removed by the 
blow off station, which is mounted on the same 
framework and uses high pressure ventilators to 
blow off any media remaining.

Abrasive Removal Unit

G and HD
FEATURES
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Cartridge Filter Unit

During the workpiece blasting process, 
rust and scale, along with broken down 
media dust (or fines) will start to develop. 
The fines are separated in the abrasive 
cleaner, which is adjustable to the 
different types and sizes of blast media. 
The cartridge filter that produces the 
necessary pressure is fitted on top of the 
a RB 1500 and it is situated next to the 
blasting machine for the bigger machines 
from RB 2000 upwards. 

The impact separator within the cartridge 
filter unit not only ensures that the 
broken down fines are separated (which 
protects the filter cartridge against 
unnecessary wear) but it is also certified 
as a spark extinguishing device and is 
one of the elements that contributes 
towards fulfilment of ATEX regulations. 
The cartridge filters clean the cartridge 
automatically using an air pressure pulse. 
The intensity and duration of the pulse 
can be adjusted according to the type 
and amount of dust. All the cartridge filter 
processes are performed without ignition.

Loading and Unloading

In standard format, the roller conveyor inlets 
and outlets are powered by the central drive of 
the blasting machine. To increase the efficiency 
they can be fitted with a separate drive unit. The 
affiliated frequency converter is automatically 
synchronised. If bowed workpieces are being 
blasted that cannot be cleaned properly by 
the brush and blow stations, then a longer 
collection track with a reclamation conveyor is 
recommended to help ensure that the shot goes 
back into the machine. 

Through the installation of a cross feeding system, 
many efficiencies can be achieved. Also with a 
cross feeding system incorporated, the blasting 
machine can be integrated into a cutting/drilling 
line.

Abrasive Shot Blast

For most roller conveyor instal-
lations the blast media would 
normally be round (cast or rounded 
cut wire shot). The blast media 
travels around the machine in a 
circle and is continually cleaned of 
contamination. For a good blasting 
result a balanced mix of new and 
used blast media is imperative. The 
finer used media in this mixture is 
important for equal   coverage of 
the surface being blasted and the 
coarser media is important to break 
up any scale. The use of the correct 
media is of particular importance 
for the blasting process to ensure a 
good blasting result. The following 
is a useful guide:

• For coarse workpieces (e.g. heavy 
plate profiles) a coarse abrasive 
media mix (steel ball shot size S390 
and over)

• Delicate workpieces (e.g. thin 
metal plates) a fine abrasive media 
mix (steel ball shot size S330 and 
below

SHOT BLASTING SYSTEMS
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Specification and technical data

Type 5.3 ETA Shot Blast Wheel 6 Shot Blast Wheels 8 Shot Blast Wheels

G
shot blasting system
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Specification and technical data

TITAN Blast Wheel 15.3 6 Wheel Blasting 8 Wheel Blasting

SHOT BLASTING SYSTEMS

HD
shot blasting system
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After sales service

Great professional experience and competence, 
together with excellent communication skills are among 
the basic and essential characteristics of all human 
resources employed in the Technical and After-Sales 

Service departments. The high quality service starts 
during the installation of the machines at the customer’s 
premises, with in-depth training sessions.
But not only. The service is organised so that it provides 
always precise information in a very short time.

After the START UP, the service is developed in the 
following way:

HELP LINE: according to the type of machine and 
complexity of the intervention, gives technical assistance 
through internet.

MAINTENANCE: timely and professionally scheduled 
and/or extra-ordinary maintenance; efficient spare part 
service, some of which can also be purchased on-line.

For further information, we suggest you to visit the 
section dedicated to the service on our website:
www.ficepgroup.com
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SHOT BLASTING SYSTEMS

Ficep technology with Wheelabrator inside.

Same technology is used by approximately 15,000 active 
customers in nearly 100 countries and around 50,000 
machines in the field.
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Poligono Industrial Ali-Gobeo
Calle Becolarra, N2 - Pabellón 30
01010 Vitoria (Alava) - SPAIN
Tel. +34 945.14.83.11
Fax +34 945.14.81.37
www.ficepgroup.com
E-mail: ficep@ficepiberica.com

Office, Tele/fax 0044-2886751150
Mobile 0044-7711610244
Office, Tele/fax 0044-1460239635
Mobile 0044-7876591176
www.ficepgroup.com

Z.I. “Les Platanes” - B.P. 20
33360 Camblanes - FRANCE
Tel. +33 (0) 556.20.15.55
Telefax +33 (0) 556.20.15.56
www.ficepgroup.com
E-mail: ficep@ficep-france.fr

2301 Industry Court - Forest Hill Industrial Park
Forest Hill, MD 21050 - USA
Tel. 1-410-588-5800
Fax 1-410-588-5900
www.ficepgroup.com
E-mail: info@ficepcorp.com

144 El-Alam Str. Forest Bldg., Badaro 
P.O.Box 2019/116 Beirut Court  House Beirut
LEBANON
Tel. +961 1 386664 - Mobile: +961 70126826
Fax +961 1 386011 
www.ficepgroup.com • E-mail: info@ficep-me.com

Unit 204, 2nd Floor - Block C
DB Plaza Discovery Bay
HONG KONG
Tel. +852-2544 6888
Fax +852-2544 5123
www.ficepgroup.com
E-mail: info@ficep.com.hk

HONG KONG

Av. Vital Brasil n° 540 - Centro - Poá 
São Paulo 08557-000 - BRASIL
Tel./Fax: +55-11-4636.8798
www.ficepgroup.com • E-mail: ficepsulamerica@ig.com.br

MOCKOBCKИЙ OФИC
127051, Mockвa, yл. Пeтpoвka, 20/1, oфиc 36.
Teл.: (495) 6423794, 6423795
Фakc: (495) 5858696
www.ficepgroup.com • E-mail: pmcm@mail.ru

Pradman Engineering Services Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No A-490, Road U, Opp. DGP Windsor, 
Next to Irmra, Wagle Industrial Estate,
Thane (W) – 400604 India
(Tel) +91 22 25806179 / 80
Gaurang Trivedi – Technical Services 
(Mob) +91 9702701730
www.ficepgroup.com

FICEP INDIA SERVICE

Otto Hahn Strasse 46
48529 Nordhorn - DEUTSCHLAND 
Telefon: +49 5921 30457-10
Telefax: +49 5921 30457-29
Mobil.: +49 171 120 3932
www.ficepgroup.com • E-mail: info@ficep.de

.de

3 Gilcar Way Valencia Park
Wakefield Europort 
Normanton WF 10 5QS 
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: 0044 1924 22353
Fax: 0044 1924 223666
www.ficepgroup.com
E-mail: info@ficep.co.uk

via Matteotti, 21
21045 GAZZADA SCHIANNO VA - ITALY
Tel. +39 0332 876.111
Fax +39 0332 462.459
www.ficepgroup.com
E-mail: ficep@ficep.it

Guangzhou Representative Office
Room 2010, Guangzhou Peace World Plaza
no. 362-366 Huan Shi Dong Road,
Yuexiu District, Guangzhou 510060
Tel: +86-20-83752871, 83752876
Fax: +86-20-83881779
www.ficepgroup.com
E-mail: ficep-guangzhou@ficep.com.hk

HONG KONG

since 1930


